CPIPL receives `Certificate of Merit’ for excellence in
manufacturing by Economic Times- IMEA
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Mumbai, India, November 23, 2009
Celetronix Power is pleased to announce that company has been awarded with "Silver
Certificate of Merit" for its progress towards lean manufacturing.
Factory audit was conducted in May 09 by Frost and Sullivan. Based on the assessments
conducted at CPIPL site and subsequently whetted by the jury of ET's IMEA 2009, CPIPL has been
acknowledged for a "Silver Certificate of Merit".
Closing Feedback of AMEA Audit Team:Celetronix Power India Pvt Ltd is a part of Red Rocket Inc. USA and is engaged in the
manufacturing of AC/DC switching power supplies. The manufacturing facility in Mumbai is ISO 9001
and ISO 14001 certified. Inline with Green Manufacturing concepts, the products and the
manufacturing lines are RoHS compliant.
This facility in India has graduated from being product manufacturer to a solution provider to
its suppliers for their power switching requirements. Inline with this objective the facility has set up a
design centre and a test lab that is accredited by UL. The manufacturing lines are capable of producing
high volume and low variety and low volume high variety products.
The company is now focusing its efforts towards selling products in the domestic market to
reduce its dependency on the existing customers and mitigate the business risk. A smart move in the
current business scenario! This facility has extensively deployed poka-yoke in the assembly lines to
ensure defective products are identified and do not move to the next stage in the value chain. Also, IT
has been used extensively in the plant for data collection and for quality assurance through
deployment of mistake proof solutions using information technology.
Innovation adaptation: The facility has demonstrated excellent capabilities in R & D with an inhouse team. The Value engineering efforts towards new products for customers is commendable and
has also resulted in new orders.

